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GLOSSARY:
DNT’s cultural heritage: DNT’s cultural heritage is the sum of the organisation’s history,

the outdoor traditions we have actively promoted for 150 years and the physical cultural
assets we manage, which include cabins, trails and waymarks.
Sustainable development: Development that meets present-day needs without making it

impossible for future generations to have their needs met.
Footprint: Footprint measures the anthropogenic use of natural resources through
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consumption. In this strategy, the term is also used in a broader sense to mean the total
environmental impact of an activity.
Environmental management: Integration of environmental considerations in all aspects

of an organisation. This entails the organisation formulating environmental goals for
managing its operations. This is frequently integrated in the organisation’s control and
management functions. At the very least, steps must be taken to ensure that regulatory
requirements are fulfilled. Environmental management may involve environmental
certification.
Circular economy: In a circular economy, natural resources are utilised efficiently and

for as long as possible in a loop in which as few resources as possible are lost. The aim is
for products to last as long as possible, to be repaired and upgraded, and to be reused to a
greater extent. When products can no longer be reused, the waste can be recovered and
used as raw material for new production. A circular economy is the opposite of a linear
economy based on extraction, production and consumption, and the incineration or
dumping of waste. (Source: Norwegian Environment Agency)
Leaving no trace: Public right of access entitles everyone in Norway to use the
countryside, regardless of who owns the land. It has limited scope and also entails a
number of obligations. One of these obligations is that people must travel, camp and
forage in the countryside considerately and with due care. This obligation is called leaving
no trace.
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INTRODUCTION

Outdoor experiences for life
– and the future
DNT has been operating a sharing economy for 150 years. Ever since the organisation was
founded in 1868, facilitating simple outdoor life has been a core task.

DNT’s vision is “Outdoor experiences (Friluftsliv)
for life”. This does not just mean a vision
for the lives being lived now. We also have a
responsibility for future generations being able
to enjoy our riches. Setting a sustainable course
means looking after the fundamental needs
of the people alive today without destroying
anything for future generations. DNT has been a
sustainability pioneer ever since the organisation
was founded in 1868. With its cabins, DNT has
been operating a sharing economy for nearly 150
years. Facilitating simple outdoor life has always
been a core task for DNT. It is also our most
important contribution to a sustainable society.
With its great credibility, long history and large
membership, DNT can play a key role as a source
of inspiration and pioneering example for a more
sustainable society.
OUTDOOR LIFE’S COLLECTIVE OFFERING

At DNT, we use the sustainability concept in both
environmental and social contexts. Our activities
are essentially sustainable. A future low-emission
society will require more outdoor life, not less.
Many people find outdoor life important for
wellbeing and coping. Facilitating outdoor life
is a good public health measure. Our cabins are
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outdoor life’s collective offering. DNT therefore
wishes its membership and activities to continue
growing.
INSPIRING AND IMPROVING

Overconsumption, climate gas emissions and
degradation of valuable nature are the greatest
challenges of our time. We must all face up to
this, including those of us who facilitate and enjoy
outdoor life. Transport, energy use and emissions
must be reduced. Equipment for outdoor life
is expensive and unnecessarily specialised.
DNT has activities and cabin operations in
valuable and vulnerable countryside. This entails
great responsibility. Our sustainability work
therefore aims high. In line with our history
as a sustainability pioneer, we must continue
to be a guiding star that inspires our members
and the surrounding society. The sustainability
strategy sets overall goals for our own operations
and aims to make it easier to participate in
nature- and climate-friendly outdoor life. By
improving operations, we will inspire people to
make environmentally smart choices in their
everyday lives and influence decision-makers in a
sustainable direction.

ABOUT DNT

Den norske turistforening (The Norwegian
Trekking Association) is
Norway’s largest outdoor activities organisation. With around 320,00
members, more than
500 cabins and 22,000
kilometres of waymarked trails, DNT occupies
a unique position. DNT
is a popular movement
that prioritises simple
outdoor life, and that
works to look after the
Norwegian outdoor
tradition, as well as to
safeguard the natural
and cultural basis for
outdoor life. The mantra
of the philosopher and
outdoor enthusiast Arne
Næss was “a rich life
with simple means”.
This also encapsulates
our operations.
DNTS SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 2021-2030
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DNT and the UN’s goals
The UN’s 17 sustainable development goals are a joint work plan for overcoming the
challenges faced by the world. They also provide the framework for DNT’s sustainability strategy, with DNT having given special priority to work on six of the goals.

T

he UN has adopted Agenda 2030 with 17 goals
and 169 targets for sustainable development.
Norway and the other member states of the
UN have made a commitment to following
these goals up with national action plans.
Broad-based cooperation will be needed in order
for the sustainability goals to be achieved. The
Norwegian government has determined that the
UN’s 17 sustainable development goals are to be the

main policy track for tackling the greatest challenges
of our time. National, regional and local authorities
are expected to use the UN goals as the basis for a
joint work plan across society’s sectors. It is therefore
natural that the UN’s sustainable development goals
should provide the framework for DNT’s sustainability
strategy too. DNT’s sustainability strategy will run
until 2030. This coincides with the time frame for the
UN goals.

Towards 2030 DNT will prioritise six of the
UNs Sustainable Development Goals (Highlighted):
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1. ACTIVITIES
AMBITION:
DNT MUST REDUCE THE FOOTPRINT OF
OUTDOOR LIFE

PHOTO: HELENE MYHRE ØSTERVOLD

Our ambition to reduce the footprint of outdoor
life accords with the goals of responsible consumption and production, and climate action.
The targets include recovery, recycling and waste
reduction, and incorporating measures to combat
climate change.
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1. AKTIVITETER

GOAL 1:

DNT must motivate as many
people as possible to use their
local area, own region and own
country for activities and outdoor life day to day, at the weekend and on holiday.

GOAL 2:

DNT must contribute to increased use of climate-friendly
transport and reduced transport demand in connection with
outdoor life.

GOAL 3:

DNT must be a driving force
for sustainable production and
reduced consumption of equipment for outdoor life.

Local and green

GOAL 4:

DNT must promote leaving no
trace.

GOAL 5:

DNT’s offerings must be inclusive for all ages and social
groups.

GOAL 6:

DNT must boost volunteering,
and it must reflect the diversity
in society.

THEY PUT GOOD IDEAS INTO PRACTICE

Local outdoor activities, green public transport solutions and lending
schemes are some of the things that will help to reduce the footprint
of outdoor life.

L

ocal outdoor activities have
always been important for
DNT. Through our offerings,
we facilitate short-distance
holiday and leisure experiences in
the local environment and our own
country. Much of the transport demand connected with outdoor life
is currently met by cars. Transport
is a major source of climate gas
emissions and reducing car travel
is an effective means of reducing
those emissions. A large proportion
of DNT’s members would like to
choose the green option, and DNT
must make it easier to use green
solutions for participating in outdoor activities through cooperation
on increasing public transport provision to cabins and hiking destinations. During the strategy period,
all activities under the auspices of
DNT must be organised with public
transport or offer a ridesharing
option. DNT’s cabins can reward
people who choose to travel using
green solutions, and DNT must
continue to develop the ‘Grønn Tur’
network, which makes it easier to
travel in an environmentally smart
way for outdoor and holiday experiences.
VOLUNTEERING AND INCLUSIVITY
Outdoor life is an important arena
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for inclusivity, as well as contributing to good health and improved
quality of life. For DNT, sustainability is also about social justice,
and DNT works to ensure that
everyone can take part in outdoor
life, regardless of their background
and resources. DNT aims to create
social meeting places that can work
for everyone, and DNT is actively
working to include new groups
in outdoor life. We will do this by
having varied offerings, with some
things being free or reasonable
enough for everyone to be able to
take part, and by offering activities,
cabins and food that are inclusive,
and where there is something to suit
everyone. Volunteering is inclusive
and forms the backbone of DNT’s
operations.
REDUCED CONSUMPTION AND
EQUIPMENT LOAN
With roughly 320,000 members,
DNT is a trendsetter in Norwegian
outdoor life. We must use this position to take the lead and increase
awareness of outdoor consumption.
Current outdoor fashion is characterised by brief trends and rapid changes in collections. On average, every
Norwegian spends three times as
much as an EU citizen on sports and
outdoor equipment. This has a large

impact on the environment. DNT’s
hire and lending schemes, secondhand sales and repair services are
important environmental and inclusivity measures. We must expand
these offerings during the strategy
period – either on our own or with
partners. Present-day production
of outdoor equipment and clothing
consumes a lot of chemicals, materials, water and energy. The industry
can help enormously by making the
best possible environmental choices
at every stage of production and
onwards to consumers. It is especially important that outdoor products
should be made to last. DNT is an
attractive cooperation partner with
sales and marketing channels that
many players want to use. We must
work to ensure that our cooperation
partners’/suppliers’ collections are
made more timeless, and give priority to partners with a good environmental profile. Visitors to DNT’s tour
centres and cabins have to be sure
that they will find products with the
smallest possible footprint, and the
staff must offer guidance rather
than selling. This means that they
can advise the customer to keep
using some of the equipment they
already have, repair something or
recommend secondhand equipment
instead of buying new.

BUS TO THE BUSH
Leave the car at home and take the
bus to the bush was the call from
DNT Telemark, Bypakke Grenland
and farte.no. The aim of the pilot
project, which got under way in
2016, was to facilitate local outdoor activities by environmentally
friendly transport. Waymarks were
provided from several selected
bus stops to exciting hiking destinations in the Grenland area. One
of the success factors was good
cooperation between the county
council, the operator, the Norwegian Public Roads Administration,
the local authorities and volunteers in the local hiking associations.

GIFT VOUCHER A
SUCCESS
In summer 2019, the staffed DNT
Gjendesheim lodge in Jotunheimen wanted to tempt guests to
take the bus to the mountains. All
overnight guests who could show
their bus ticket to Gjendesheim
received a gift voucher worth NOK
100 to spend at the lodge. “Nudging” people into more environmentally friendly behaviour like
this is often an effective measure.
Statistics from the bus companies
showed that a larger proportion of
lodge guests took the bus compared with the previous year, while
for Gjendesheim the measure was
also a great pretext for sharing
“boring” information about bus
routes and times on social media.

LOCAL CABIN TOURS
Local outdoor activities are popular. The most popular cabin for
overnight stays in Oslomarka is
just 2 kilometres from the metro
station. Ever since the Fuglemyr
cabin was completed in 2018, it
has had a lot of visitors and also
become a popular destination for
day hikes. Focusing more on hiking
destinations and cabins served
by public transport and close to
areas where people live reduces
the need for private transport in
connection with outdoor life. In
Hammerfest, the local hiking association has built two day hike
cabins at Tyven and Storfjellet. The
cabins have become a popular measure for facilitating local outdoor
activities and low-threshold hikes
in the local area. The cabin at Storfjellet has a wheelchair ramp and
was equipped in collaboration with
the Norwegian Association of the
Disabled.
DNTS SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 2021-2030
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THEY PUT GOOD IDEAS INTO PRACTICE

PRISONERS IN THE
MOUNTAINS

Limited public transport means
that private cars are often the only
alternative when skiers in Tromsø
head for the tops. Troms Turlag’s
mountain sports group wanted to
do something about this and set
up their own tops bus in winter
2020. The aim was to offer a safe,
environmentally friendly and inspiring tops trip community – to
destinations chosen on the basis of
current snow and avalanche conditions. The plan was to have eight
departures over the course of the
winter, but the coronavirus pandemic meant that the association
only managed to run the first two
trips. Both departures had around
40 participants.

COOPERATION ON
EQUIPMENT LOAN
To make it easier to hire outdoor
equipment, Stavanger Turistforening helped to set up the Frilager
hire centre. Frilager uses equipment already owned by various
organisations in the region and
brings it together in a shared warehouse operated by people on job
training with the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration.
All in all, 27 different organisations, five local authorities and Rogaland County Council are involved
in the cooperation. A website has
been set up to handle inventory,
orders, deliveries and returns,
making it easy for organisations
and individuals to hire outdoor
equipment instead of buying new.
When you hire equipment, it can be
collected at Stavanger Turistforening’s tour centre or, if you hire a
canoe, at the lake where you want
to paddle.

PHOTO: MARIUS DALSEG SÆTRE

In 2018 and 2019, DNT in Valdres
held a waymarking course for inmates at Vestoppland Prison on
Slidreøya. The course, which was a
collaborative effort by DNT Valdres
and the Norwegian Correctional
Service, formed part of the prison’s education provision. Having
completed the theory part of the
course, the inmates worked on
waymarking and clearing sections
of the Stølsruta trail.

TOPS EXPRESS
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2. CABINS AND
ROUTES
AMBITION:
DNT’S CABIN AND ROUTE NETWORK
MUST BE NORWAY’S MOST SUSTAINABLE
HOLIDAY AND LEISURE OFFERING.

PHOTO: MARIUS DALSEG SÆTRE

This ambition accords with the four UN goals on
sustainable cities and communities, responsible
consumption and production, climate action
and life on land. The targets include sustainable
community planning and public transport, reducing food waste and other waste, promoting local
culture and local production, and promoting
the sustainable use of ecosystems and stopping
biodiversity loss.
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2. CABINS AND
ROUTES

DNT’s cabin operation must be based on climate-friendly solutions and the lowest possible
use of resources. All use of fossil fuels must be
phased out by 2030.

GOAL 8:

DNT’s cabin operation must show consideration
for wildlife and other vulnerable nature.

Diesel cuts and a circular economy

GOAL 9:

DNT must plan, maintain and build cabins
and routes to be as climate- and eco-friendly
as possible, and with limited land use.

THEY PUT GOOD IDEAS INTO PRACTICE
PHOTO: JONNY REMMEREIT

GOAL 7:

With environmentally smart choices and cabin sharing, DNT’s cabin and route network is
being developed as Norway’s most sustainable holiday and leisure offering. This is outdoor
life’s collective offering.

D

NT currently has more than 500 cabins across
large parts of Norway. The cabins must be
high quality, but at the same time of a modest
standard. Because the cabins are available to
all, they are – unlike private cabins – good examples of
a sharing economy. By prioritising quality experiences
over a high standard in cabins, we further limit their
footprint too. Energy consumption for DNT’s cabins must
be reduced as much as possible, and the use of diesel
generators at staffed lodges must be phased out. This is
an ambitious and costly goal, and environmentally sound
bio-alternatives may be a solution as a replacement for
fossil fuels until new technological solutions become
available. DNT’s cabin operation must be a driving force
for and showcase sustainable solutions, inspiring guests
to make their own environmentally smart choices.

EFFICIENT UTILISATION OF RESOURCES
A circular economy is important for sustainable cabin
operation and when building new cabins. It means recycling and the efficient use of resources. This includes
reducing food waste and other waste, choosing good-quality products that last and recycling materials.

PHOTO: RUBEN SOLTVEDT

CABIN SHARING
Norwegians lead the world in terms of the number of
flights they take and many have private cabins of a high
standard, all of which has a major impact on the en-

vironment. It would have a positive effect if people were
to choose short-distance trips and use DNT’s cabins
instead of flying abroad or acquiring their own cabins.
DNT must maintain and further develop a cabin and route network based on a sharing economy, which will allow
as many people as possible to enjoy the countryside in a
sustainable way. At the same time, it is important to ensure that increased use does not destroy vulnerable nature and wildlife. The location of cabins and waymarking
of trails must be based on the best available knowledge
regarding vulnerable nature and wildlife. DNT must be
a constructive party and work to find good solutions in
such user conflicts.

VAKKER UTSIKT: Kiellandbu, med utsikt mot Fyksesund og og Hardangerfjorden.
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CLEAN ENERGY

DNT has 19 staffed lodges with no
access to the power grid. In many
cases, diesel generators have been
the most important power source,
but now DNT is working hard to
provide its lodges with climate-friendly energy. DNT’s first micro hydropower plant went into service at
the Iungsdal lodge in Skarvheimen
in September 2018. At Rauhelleren
in Hardangervidda and Stranddalen
in Ryfylkeheiene, DNT is going all
out for solar energy. Rauhelleren
has been “clad” in solar cells on
both walls and roof, and a dedicated
solution has been developed for the
cabin, with large battery packs and
solar collectors being used to replace diesel consumption with solar
energy and a clean-burning wood
boiler. The solution at Stranddalen
is slightly simpler, but here too the
aim is for solar cells and wood burning to reduce diesel consumption
to a minimum.

LOCAL FOOD

Using local food at DNT cabins has
created positive ripples into the surrounding areas. By purchasing local
produce to around 20,000 annual meals, Gjendsheim has made it possible
for several farms in the area to focus
on local food production. Purchases
made by Gjendesheim have been
crucial for the mountain farm Nordgard Råstad to develop their rhubarb
and Jerusalem-artichoke production. The deal with Gjendesheim
gave Nordgard Råstad the ability to
invest, and they now deliver to many
different tourism and accommodation establishments in the region.
Fondsbu ordered local lamb that
ended up being the starting point
for the successful local producer of
“Tyinlam” (Lamb of Tyin). “Sikburger”
(Whitefish burger) with whitefish
from Femunden and “Villmarkspizza” (Wilderness pizza) with local reindeer meat are popular dishes that
are the result of local food initiatives
at Svukuriset in Femundsmarka.

MINIMAL
ENERGY USE

Schulzhytta in Sylan is Norway’s
northernmost staffed lodge and,
sleeping just 32, one of the smallest.
With 1,000 overnight stays a year,
the lodge is run completely without
mains electricity or a diesel generator. The solar cells provide sufficient
electricity for the fire alarm, lighting
and phone charging. The hot water
is heated with wood, while gas is
used for cooking. Even when the lodge is full, dishes, clothes and bedding are washed by hand. Efficient
energy use means that the lodge’s
guests get exactly the same as at other staffed lodges – and many claim
that Schulzhytta is Trondhjems Turistforening’s nicest staffed lodge.

DNTS SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 2021-2030
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3. NATURE, CULTURAL
HERITAGE AND
ENVIRONMENT
AMBITION:
DNT MUST BE A CLEAR VOICE FOR OUTDOOR INTERESTS AND OUR SHARED
NATURAL HERITAGE

PHOTO: MARIUS DALSEG SÆTRE

This ambition accords with the UN’s goals on
“Life on land” and “Partnerships for the goals”.
The targets include protecting, restoring and
promoting the sustainable use of ecosystems,
stopping biodiversity loss, and stimulating and
promoting efficient partnerships between the
public sector, private sector and civil society.
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3. NATUR, KULTURARV OG MILJØ

The changing landscape

DNT must work to reduce motorised transport
in isolated areas, watercourses and archipelagos to ensure that it is still possible to experience nature undisturbed.

T

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY AREAS ARE DISAPPEARING
Every year, important natural and outdoor activity areas
are lost to other land use, and many of the experience
and location qualities on which outdoor life is based are
disappearing or deteriorating. This also has an impact
on people’s ability to pursue an active outdoor life with
the positive knock-on effects it has on physical and
mental health. Sustainable land management is there-

As a social actor, DNT must therefore work to safeguard
the natural and cultural environment, and to facilitate
simple and nature-friendly activity. We must influence
decision-makers to make good and forward-looking
environmental choices, while informing and engaging
our own members and the population in general with a
view to boosting support for our positions, as well as the
nature and outdoor interests that we want to defend.

PHOTO: BERGEN OG HORDALAND TURLAG

fore also important when it comes to promoting good
public health.
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USE AND PROTECTION
DNT wants Norwegian nature to be both used and protected. We believe that the use of nature for simple and
nature-friendly outdoor activity contributes to the enjoyment of nature and greater understanding of the need to
look after it.

DNT must promote outdoor traditions and DNT’s
cultural heritage.

THEY PUT GOOD IDEAS INTO PRACTICE

The gradual degradation of the Norwegian countryside is a threat to our natural heritage and therefore to outdoor life too. DNT must be a clear voice
for outdoor interests and the preservation of natural and cultural assets.
he Norwegian landscape is changing rapidly
in consequence of activities in many different
sectors. Land use is mainly a result of large
and small measures that, taken separately, do
not have major consequences, but together lead to big
changes in nature, landscape and experience qualities.
Sector-based management and the transfer of responsibility to local authorities are challenges for holistic and
sustainable management of nature.

GOAL 13:

WATERCOURSE
PROTECTED

EFFECTIVE ACTION
ON LITTER

After a 30-year battle by outdoor
and nature conservation organisations, the Øystese watercourse in
Hardanger was protected in perpetuity from hydropower development in 2019, when the Norwegian
parliament decided that it should
be included in the “Watercourse
Protection Plan”. Bergen og Hordaland Turlag was heavily involved
in the battle to safeguard this beautiful jewel of nature, which is of
great importance to outdoor life
and natural diversity in the area.
Hard work, public meetings, petitions, media campaigns, meetings
with politicians and cooperation
between outdoor and nature conservation organisations played a
key role in a watercourse being
protected in perpetuity for the first
time in ten years.

With 150,000 visitors a year,
Gaustatoppen is one of Norway’s
most popular hiking destinations.
Dealing with litter was a challenge
for Gaustatoppen tourist lodge.
The lodge hosts used to handle up
to 40 sacks of litter every day, and
hikers reacted to there being litter
from other visitors in the area. In
the high season, the lodge sells in
the regions of 1,000 waffles a day,
and action has been taken on litter in recent years. The litter bins
were removed, and the waffles
were served in environmentally
friendly bags decorated with hiking
tips and a call to visitors to take
their litter home with them. The
result was noticeably less litter in
the terrain at this popular hiking
destination and a drastic reduction
in the amount of waste that the
staff had to handle.

PHOTO: EIVIND HAUGSTAD KLEIVEN

DNT must be a driving force for conserving nature, outdoor activity areas and landscape qualities.

GOAL 12:

PHOTO: JORUNN KARLBERG TVEITEN

DNT must work to safeguard the framework
conditions for nature-friendly and sustainable
outdoor life.

GOAL 11:

PHOTO: ANDRÉ MARTON PEDERSEN

GOAL 10:

CABIN RELOCATED
To give wild reindeer better living
conditions, DNT Oslo og Omegn
replaced the Gråhøgdbu self-service cabin with the newly built
Veslefjellbua in Rondane in 2019.
Gråhøgdbu was located in an
important area for wild reindeer.
Removing the trails and ski tracks
to the cabin will reduce traffic and
human disturbance. The aim is for
the wild reindeer to reclaim grazing areas and migration routes
that had fallen into disuse. In 2021,
the old cabin is being moved to
Maihaugen in Lillehammer, where
it will be used for, among other
things, providing information on
wild reindeer. Velsefjellbua is on
the edge of the wild reindeer’s
territory, but will still ensure that
it is possible to walk from cabin to
cabin in the area.

DNTS SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 2021-2030
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4. MEANS

PHOTO: JOHN PETTER NORDBØ

DNT has chosen to give priority to six of the
UN’s sustainable development goals. In order to
achieve the three ambitions set out in the strategy, we will work to promote systematic environmental management, cooperation and positive
communication.
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4. MEANS

GOAL 14:

DNT must establish joint management tools for systematic
environmental management
in order to achieve continuous
improvement and showcase it.

GOAL 15:

DNT must cooperate with partners and suppliers on strict
sustainability requirements.

GOAL 16:

DNT’s communication must
inspire a change of direction
towards a more sustainable lifestyle in a positive way.

GOAL 17:

DNT must play an active part
and be solution-oriented in the
climate and environment debate.

GOAL 18:

DNT must prioritise marketing
of cabins, routes and hiking
areas that can cope with more
visitors on nature’s terms. DNT
must not actively market its
offerings to foreign visitors travelling by air.

GOAL 19:

DNT must use digital means
that render it easier to make
environmentally friendly
choices.

Our route to success

R

educing the environmental footprint of our
operations will require measures within our
own organisation, as well as more active use of
buying power and partnerships. Improving our
environmental work and achieving our ambitions will
require continuous work. Through systematic environmental work, we will jointly document the status of our
own operations, on par with financial results.
ORGANISATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
In order to ensure systematic and holistic follow-up of
our environmental goals, we plan to establish an environmental management system that covers as much
of DNT’s operations as possible. This must structure
and measure key parts of DNT’s sustainability work. A
customised environmental reporting concept must be
developed in which all the associations can measure and
report on parameters according to their size and activities. An easily accessible ideas bank will make it possible
to share good ideas and best practice across the associations. Resources will be allocated centrally at DNT for
monitoring the work on environmental management and
reporting. DNT must report on sustainability annually
using a set of selected measurement parameters. These
must be simple to understand and use, it must be possible to record them quickly and they must be quantifiable.
Reporting on sustainability parameters via a shared
platform will enable DNT to obtain a full overview of goal
achievement and development, and contribute to continuous improvement.
COMMUNICATION
DNT is a key social player with great credibility. We must

24
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THEY PUT GOOD IDEAS INTO PRACTICE
PHOTO: MARIUS DALSEG SÆTRE

Good financial management, digital tools and systematic environmental management are key to achieving our goals.

manage this role with wisdom, and communicate in a
manner that inspires people and combats polarisation.
DNT has many major communication channels for disseminating its message. DNT’s cabin hosts, tour guides,
representatives, volunteers and employees meet thousands of people, and have a key role to play in inspiring
others to make sustainable choices. Information on and
training in the sustainability strategy for these groups
will therefore be important. We must tell stories about
what we do and how DNT is working on sustainability,
and we must disseminate knowledge about wildlife and
traffic in vulnerable areas.
FINANCES
Long-term, sustainable solutions are not always the
cheapest alternative. By having sound finances and
down-to-earth, solid operations, DNT will be able to
choose sustainable solutions even when they are not the
most financially favourable option.
DIGITALISATION
Digital tools are an important means of achieving our
sustainability goals, operating efficiently and targeting
communication. The digital tools must render it easier
to make environmentally friendly choices. New communication solutions are a good addition to physical meeting places that can reduce transport demand. We must
also use digital solutions to make it easier to become a
member, to pay for cabins, and to find relevant information about tours and routes. This in turn can be linked
with ridesharing offerings and public transport. Digitalisation can also make communication with volunteers
and within the organisation more efficient.

THE NORWEGIAN
ENVIRONMENT CODE

The Norwegian Environment Code consists of seven
pieces of advice from DNT Youth and Protect Our Winters Norway (POW Norway) on how to enjoy outdoor
life while taking care of the environment. The code –
which was inspired by the Norwegian Mountain Code
– was launched in 2016 and intended to inform and
inspire people regarding how to make good environmental choices when pursuing outdoor activities.
1. Travel less, experience more.
2. Invest in experiences, not equipment.
3. Fix everything, always.
4. Eat green.
5. Ridesharing is best.
6. Be prepared for unexpected litter.
7. Show the way. Be a climate role model.
Find out more about the rules at dnt.no/miljøvettreglene

GREEN ACTION
Fjell og Vidde, DNT’s membership magazine, has
a print run of 180,000 copies. In spring 2019, the
editors commissioned climate consultants to
look at the footprint for producing the magazine.
Various alternatives were compared and it was
concluded that the footprint could be reduced by
58 percent by changing the type of paper used
and the printers. After the magazine wrote about
the initiative, editors at five other publications got
in touch to find out more and see how they could
take similar environmental action.
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5. THE SUSTAINABILITY
PLEDGE
GOAL 20:

DNT’s member associations must sign up to
the sustainability pledge, and a forum must
be established for sharing experiences from
measures connected with the sustainability
strategy.

DNT’s SUSTAINABILITY
PLEDGE:

Local support, joint cooperation
A dedicated sustainability
strategy for the period up to
2030 makes DNT’s sustainability work long term and
paramount.
The strategy’s goals must pervade DNT’s entire operation, in
all areas and in every part of the
organisation. The goals set out in
this document must be followed
up by DNT’s member associations and DNT centrally. The
measures needed to achieve the
goals must be developed by the
individual association, in colla-
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boration between associations,
and between associations and
DNT centrally. An easily accessible ideas bank will make it possible to share good ideas across
the associations, and experience
sharing must be established so
that sustainability measures can
be shared internally and externally.
CLEAR AND BINDING
DNT’s future course choices,
strategies and action plans must
be based on the goals set out
in the sustainability strategy.
This will contribute to holistic
working and set a clear dire-

ction for the period up to 2030.
The sustainability strategy is
accompanied by a declaration
– ‘DNT’s Sustainability Pledge’. By making a sustainability
pledge, the individual member
association will sign up to the
sustainability strategy. It constitutes an obligation to follow up
on the goals in a manner that is
adapted to each individual association’s size and activities, and
to implement the association’s
own measures. The association
also undertakes to showcase the
results and contribute to experience sharing.
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Extensive cooperation – both externally and within
DNT – is key to achieving our goals. The UN’s goal
of “Partnerships for the goal” is about stimulating
and promoting efficient partnerships between the
public sector, private sector and civil society. Experience sharing ensures good utilisation of resources
and effective goal achievement.

W

e ...……….............................................. (enter name of association)
sign up to DNT’s sustainability strategy for 2021–2030 and promise to do our best to fulfil its ambitions to:

› reduce the footprint of outdoor life,
› make DNT’s cabin and route network Norway’s most sustainable holiday and
leisure offering, and
› be a clear voice for outdoor interests and our shared natural heritage.

For this to succeed, we must take part in DNT’s joint work on systematic environmental management, incorporate the sustainability goals in our action
plans, and prioritise the measures that can be implemented in our association.
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